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In the framework of the HYDROïD humanoid robot project, this paper describes the
modeling and design of an electrically actuated head mechanism. Perception and
emotion capabilities are considered in the design process. Since HYDROïD humanoid
robot is hydraulically actuated, the choice of electrical actuation for the head mechanism
addressed in this paper is justified. Considering perception and emotion capabilities leads
to a total number of 15 degrees of freedom for the head mechanism, which are split into
four main sub-mechanisms: the neck, the mouth, the eyes, and the eyebrows. Biological
data and kinematics performances of human head are taken as inputs of the design
process. A new solution of uncoupled eyes is developed to possibly address the master-
slave process that links the human eyes as well as vergence capabilities. Modeling each
sub-system is carried out in order to get equations of motion, their frequency responses,
and their transfer functions. The neck pitch rotation is given as a study example. Then,
the head mechanism performances are presented through a comparison between model
and experimental results validating the hardware capabilities. Finally, the head mechanism
is integrated on the HYDROïD upper-body. An object tracking experiment coupled with
emotional expressions is carried out to validate the synchronization of the eye rotations
with the body motions.
Keywords: humanoid head, HYDROïD, perception, emotion, mathematical model, PID control, mechanical design
1. INTRODUCTION
The design of a humanoid robot capable of interacting with humans and the environment is still
a challenging problem. This leads to the development of a wide variety of full size humanoid
prototypes, such as ASIMO (Hirai et al., 1998), WABIAN (Ogura et al., 2006), HRP-4 (Kaneko et al.,
2011), ATLAS (Banerjee et al., 2015), and the underdevelopment HYDROïD (Alfayad, 2011). Such
prototypes offer several capabilities to ensure physical interaction with the environment through
either manipulating objects or walking in a domestic environment.
Some other small size humanoid robots are dedicated to entertainment or educational and
research applications. In this class of humanoid robots, the main ones are NAO (Gouaillier et al.,
2009), DARwIn-OP (Ha et al., 2011), and NimbRo-OP (Schwarz et al., 2013). The last class of
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humanoid robots deals with the middle size prototypes, such as
iCub (Beira et al., 2006) and Poppy (Lapeyre et al., 2013).
The three classes of humanoid robots given before exhibit per-
ception capabilities, mostly based on vision to ensure the recog-
nition of the environment as well as the tracking of human face.
Providing emotional and friendly reactions like a human being
is still an open question in the design of humanoid robot heads.
Some prototypes offer emotional capabilities based on more or
less complex mechanisms, such as WE-4RII (Arent et al., 2008),
Kismet (Breazeal, 2003), NEXI (Delaunay et al., 2009), ROMAN
(Hirth et al., 2007), and FLOBI (Lutkebohle et al., 2010). When
starting designing a humanoid robot head, two main choices are
offered. Indeed, one aims to get a robotic head as a “copy” of a
human head. The other aims to get a more optimized technical
mechanism (a technomorphic head).
The advantage of a technomorphic head is that there is no
restriction in design parameters, such as head size or shape. This
option greatly reduces the effort for the mechanical design. On
the other hand, human-like heads need realistic facial expressions
to support communication between a robot and the human. This
inherently leads to complex mechanisms to reproduce emotional
capabilities.
Another challenge in the design of humanoid heads deals with
the choice of sub-mechanisms in order to reach acceptable percep-
tion and emotional capabilities. Analyzing main functional com-
ponents present in the human head leads us to identify four main
sub-parts that are the neck, the eyes, the eyebrows, and themouth.
The two first sub-parts are required to perception capabilities,
while the two last are necessary to display some facial expressions.
This decomposition was clearly adopted in ARMAR III (Asfour
et al., 2008), iCub, FLOBI,WE-4RII, Kismet, andNexi prototypes.
Moreover, almost all existing robotic head prototypes are based
on electrical actuation. This choice is mainly due to the low cost,
easiness in usage, and control contrary to hydraulic or pneumatic
actuation. Such features make electric actuation the most suitable
technology as stated by Arent et al. (2008).
Since our aim behind the HYDROïD robot is to have a fully
functional hydraulic humanoid robot, the choice of the kind of
actuation of the proposed robotic head has to be justified. The
main advantage of developing HYDROïD humanoid robot is to
have one of the first hydraulic integrated humanoid robot with
the ability to transfer the hydraulic power without the need of
hydraulic pipes (Alfayad, 2009). Hence, the first choice may be
based on hydraulic actuation even for the head. Nevertheless, the
required power to actuate the four sub-parts already mentioned
above does not justify the use of hydraulic transmission since
this would inherently lead to a complex technomorphic head.
Moreover, careful analysis of possible use cases of robotic head
leads us to the idea of developing a newhumanoid head that can be
used either as a necessary sub-mechanism to completeHYDROïD
humanoid robot or as a separate test bed for research on human
interaction through perception and emotion capabilities. The last
will be called desk version of the addressed head prototype.
Finally, the eye mechanisms of almost all other head pro-
totypes are based on coupled eyes. The concept of uncoupled
eye mechanism was first introduced by Ouezdou et al. (2006).
Such functionality ensures the vergence capability present in the
human vision system, which allows the two eyes to concentrate on
the same point in the space. This makes the proposed head pro-
totype a suitable test bed for studying strabismus and ametropia
(especially with children) (Puig et al., 2002). Moreover, it will
allow to possibly address the eyes master-slave control process
used by humans.
The paper is organized as follows. At first, a bio-mechanical
study of the human headmechanisms is detailed in Section 2. This
leads us to carry out a detailed mathematical model for the head
subsystem in Section 3. Then, the mathematical model analysis
is detailed in Section 5 to identify system natural frequencies.
Section 4 deals with the estimation of mass and inertia of the
whole mechanism, which is needed for the positional control
of the different joints of the mechanism presented in Section
6. Meanwhile, the mechanical design is discussed in Section 7.
Then, an experimental evaluation of the proposed robotic head
mechanism is shown in Section 8. A visual tracking experiment of
amoving target is shown in sub-section 8.2, while basic expressive
capabilities were demonstrated in sub-section 8.3. Finally, the
conclusion and the future works are presented in Section 9.
2. HEAD BIO-MECHANICAL STUDY
To be able to design a humanoid head mechanism, the specifica-
tions of a human head should be identified. These specifications
deal with dimensions, rotation ranges, and motion speeds. There-
fore, a bio-mechanical study should be carried out in order to
specify the inputs of the mechanical design process. The analysis
focuses on the main parts of the human head (neck, eye, and
mouth), which are detailed in the following three main sub-
sections: 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
To describe the human head correctly, the head length, width,
circumferences, the eyes dimensions, the eyes separating distance,
and the mouth dimensions have to be known. The human head
has an average length that varies from 19.5 to 23.3 cm with an
average width varying from 15.4 to 15.9 cm. The circumference
varies from 56.5 to 58.5 cm. The human head has an average
height, excluding the neck, varying from 22.3 to 23.3 cm as stated
by Haley (1988).
2.1. Human Neck Bio-Mechanical Study
The average human neck dimensions are stated by Haley (1988),
where the average neck circumference varies from 36.5 to 40.6 cm.
Meanwhile, the average neck length varies from 8.3 to 8.5 cm. The
human neck motions include flexion/extension (pitch rotation),
the vertical rotation (yaw rotation), and the lateral bending (roll
rotation) (Fitzpatrick, 2010). The flexionmovement with a canon-
ical range of 50° allows the head to bend toward the chest, while
the extension with a range of 57.5° ensures the head to tilt back.
These twomotions can be considered as the lower pitch rotation of
the neck. The vertical neck rotation is described as turningmotion
of the head to the right and to the left. The range of rotation is 70°,
starting from the main head axis. This motion can be considered
as the yaw rotation of the neck. The lateral bending is the motion
that allows the head to bend toward the shoulder. The bending
angle of motion is 45°. This is called the roll rotation. All of these
motions are shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 | Human neck motions.
To complete themechanical design, the speed specifications for
each joint have to be fixed.As stated by Fitzpatrick (2010), the neck
velocities reach a maximum value of 360°/s for the roll rotation,
430°/s for the pitch rotation, and 467°/s for the yaw rotation.
2.2. Human Eye Bio-Mechanical Study
The average eye dimensions differ according to the human age
(Gross et al., 2008). At the age of 13 years, the eyeball reaches its
full size diameter of 24mm. The inter-pupillary distance (IPD)
(which is the distance between the centers of the two pupils)
has an average range of 56 to 72mm. The pupil diameter has an
average range of 2 to 8mm. Also, it is known that the eye performs
approximately a range of motion of 35° up and down, to the right
and to the left.
Jacob (1993) stated that the eye performs sudden and rapid
motion called saccades. It moves with 1–40° in 30–120ms. Then,
this is followed by a period of stability called fixation, needed to
recognize the objects. This period is estimated by 200–600ms.
The approximate field of view of the eye is as shown in Figure 2,
with 105° away from the nose, 85° downward, 70° toward the nose,
and 50° upward. The total forward field of view of the human eye,
with the movement of the neck, is almost 180°(Fitzpatrick, 2010).
For the eye movements, a maximum angular velocity of 570°/s
for yaw and pitch movements can be observed.
2.3. Human Mouth Bio-Mechanical Study
The average human mouth considered at the maximum opening
has a value of 57.2mm (Fitzpatrick, 2010). The human mouth
consists of two lips that represent its movements. The movements
of the upper and the lower lips of the mouth give the different
facial expressions. The mouth motion includes the jaw and the
lips motions. The jaw motion differs according to the human age
and gender. For the lips motion, it differs according to the facial
expressions. Meanwhile, the mouth motion reaches a maximum
velocity of 286mm/s.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE
HEAD MECHANISM
The aim of this section is to establish the system mathematical
model in order to get the equation of motion, the frequency
response, and the transfer function. Through the bio-mechanical
FIGURE 2 | Eyes fields of view.
analysis carried out in the previous section, the total number of
degrees of freedom (DOF) taken in consideration is 15. These
DOF are split over the four sub-parts as follows: three DOF for
the neck; two independent DOF for each eye, and five DOF for the
mouth mechanism. Finally, each eyebrow has two DOF indepen-
dently and oneDOF in common between the two eyebrows. There
are similarities between the pitch and yawmovements of the neck
and the eyes. Hence, to avoid repetition, the neck pitch movement
is given in detail in the following, while only the final result for
neck yaw is presented. The equations of motion as well as the
transfer functions of the eye movement can be also deduced from
the neck ones thanks to the similarities mentioned above. Due to
the need of power, the mouth and the eyebrows are actuated by
servos, with a very small range of motion. Thus, it is not necessary
to carry out the modeling of those two sub-systems as there is no
need for a detailed transfer function.
To establish the mathematical model for the pitch movement,
both neck and eye sub-systems can be modeled as an inverted
pendulum as depicted on Figure 3. An elastic element (i.e., a
transmission belt) with a given stiffness is considered between
the input electric motor and the corresponding head block that
represents all parts of the considered sub-mechanism.
First of all, we have to consider the two following dynamic
equations on the motor axis:
Im0 + k2(0   2) = Tm (1)
I22 + k2(2   0) M2gL2sin2 = T2 (2)
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FIGURE 3 | Adopted model for pitch rotation.
where the acceleration of the motor is denoted as 0; 2 is the
acceleration of the subsystem; Tm is the motor torque; T2 is the
applied torque on the subsystem; k2 is the stiffness of the belt; 0 is
the angular position of the motor; 2 is the angular position of the
subsystem; Im is the moment of inertia of the motor; I2 is moment
of inertia of the subsystem, andM2 is the mass of the subsystem.
Let n2 be the reduction ratio between the motor axis and the
output axis,
0 = n22 (3)
0 = n22 (4)
For the term sin, Taylor expansion is consider for small angles,
and sin can be approximated to   36 + 
5
120  : : :. For simplicity,
only the first term is taken into account.
By combining the previous equations, the two following rela-
tions can be deduced:
2 =
Tm   k2(n2   1)2
n2Im
(5)
2 =
T2   (k2(1  n2) M2gL2)2
I2
(6)
By equating the two previous relations and considering the
relation between the output system torque T2 and the input motor
torque Tm (T2=n2Tm with  the efficiency coefficient of the
belt), the following 2 expression can be established:
2 =
Tm(I2   n22Im)
(n2   1)k2(I2 + n2Im) + n2ImM2gL2 (7)
Equation (7) can be generalized to obtain the transfer functions
of all the other DOFs of the head, namely yaw and roll of the
neck sub-mechanism and pitch and yaw of the eyes. For the yaw
rotations (neck and eye sub-mechanisms), there is no effect of
gravity and the corresponding term in equation (7) has to be
avoided. Consequently, the yaw motion transfer function of the
neck can be established as follows:
1 =
Tm(I1   n21Im)
(n1   1)k1(I1 + n1Im) (8)
where Im is the motor moment of inertia; I1 is the yaw sub-system
moment of inertia;Tm is the input torque; 1 is the neck yaw angle;
k1 is the stiffness of the flexible element, and  its corresponding
efficiency coefficient.
The above established equations (7) and (8)will be used to carry
out, respectively, the position control of the neck pitch and yaw
rotations, as it will be shown in Section 6.
4. MECHANISM PARAMETERS
ESTIMATION
Thanks to the bio-mechanical analysis, HYDROïD head will have
a weight of about 1.7 kg and a total number of 15 DOF. The total
mass of the head, including the neck is distributed into its four
main parts, where the neckweighs 1 kg, the eyes weigh 0.35 kg, the
mouthweighs 0.175 kg, and the eyebrowsweigh 0.175 kg. All these
values include the electronics and motors masses. The moments
of inertia of the neck are estimated to: 4 gm2 around the yaw axis;
1 gm2 around the pitch axis, and 2 gm2 around the roll one. For
the eyes, the moment of inertia is equal to 0.06 gm2 around the
yaw axis and 0.04 gm2 around the pitch one. For the mouth, it
equals to 0.3 gm2 around the roll axis, while the eyebrows have
a moment of inertia of 0.1 gm2 around the considered axis of
movement.
To actuate the total 15 DOF, electric motors were chosen. This
choice is motivated by the required powers for all joints that are
quite small. Moreover, the hydraulic actuation will inherently lead
to complex mechanisms that will bring drawbacks without any
benefit in this case (reduced required power). Hence, for the neck,
an EC 20 flat brushless motor of 5W with integrated electronics,
a nominal torque of 0.0075Nm, a nominal speed of 6000 rpm, a
gear ratio of 128:1 with a mass of 37 g is chosen for each rotation.
For the eye yaw and pitch rotations, an Athlonix 12G88 motor is
selected with a nominal torque of 0.00368Nm, a nominal speed
of 8670 rpm, a stall torque 0.0068Nm, 2.5W as an output power,
and a total mass of 15 g. For the mouth as well as for the eyebrows,
GWSNaro servomotors are chosenwith a range ofmotion of 180°,
a torque of 0.12Nm, and a mass of 8.8 g.
5. MODEL ANALYSIS
The head mechanism system has to achieve accurate motion. The
vibration response may need to be modified in order to bring
the overall system response within acceptable range, mainly when
achieving perception capabilities, such as position tracking as will
be discussed in Section 6. Hence, in order to apply the needed
vibration analysis, the natural frequency of the system has to be
identified. This will allow us, for instance, to avoid resonance
phenomena. Hence, the input frequency of the system must be
lower than its natural frequency to avoid resonance and phase
shift. Although if the input frequency is higher than the natural
frequency, resonance is avoided, but the system will have no time
to reach its full bandwidth. Once again, the model analysis will
be detailed only for the pitch motion of the neck in the following
subsection. The same analysis was carried out for yaw motion
of the neck sub-mechanism and for yaw and pitch motions of
the eyes.
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5.1. Natural Frequency of Pitch Rotation of
Neck Subsystem !np
For the pitch rotation movement, the equations describing such
system of the neck up right position (= 0) were already given
in the previous section [see equations (1) and (2)]. To start the
vibration analysis, let us assume sinusoidal function of time for
the input 0:
0 = 
max
0 cos(!npt+ 0) (9)
In this case, the output 2 can be also written as sinusoidal
function of time as following:
2 = 
max
2 cos(!npt+ 2) (10)
Therefore, by substituting 0 and 2 in equations (1) and (2),
the following two relations can be established:
  Im!2np0 + k2(0   2) = 0 (11)
  I2!2np2 + k2(2   0) M2gL22 = 0 (12)
Thus, the previous system of equations can be written in a
matrix form as following: Im!2np + k2  k2
 k2  Im!2np + k2  M2gL2

0
2

= 0 (13)
The natural frequency !np for this subsystem is a solution of
nullifying the determinant of the previous system of equations as
can be expressed in the following form: Im!2np + k2  k2 k2  I2!2np + k2  M2gL2
 = 0 (14)
This leads to the following four order polynomial equation
in !np:
!4np  

k2(I2 + Im)
I2Im
+
M2gL2
I2

!2np   M2gL2k2I2Im = 0 (15)
Knowing that Im (motor inertia) is much smaller than I2, the
last equation can be simplified as following:
!4np  

k2
Im
+
M2gL2
I2

!2np   M2gL2k2I2Im = 0 (16)
This new equation [equation (16)] is solved using quadratic
formula and only positive solutions are considered. Thus, the
natural frequency !np is calculated by the following expression:
!2np =
 A1 +
p
A21   4A2
2 (17)
where A1 =  
h
k2
Im +
M2gL2
I2
i
and A2 =  M2gL2k2I2Im
The same methodology is used to get the natural frequency
of the yaw rotation !ny. In this case, the gravity effects have to
be removed from equation (16) while using the corresponding
parameters. The equation becomes simpler and the natural
frequency !ny is the following:
!2ny =
k1
Im
(18)
5.2. Effects of Input Frequency on the
Head Rotation
It is well known that the frequency applied on the system, denoted

, should avoid the value of the natural frequencies !ny and !np.
This is because of the resonance phenomena (Rao, 2003) that may
make the system malfunctioning. Hence, the applied frequency

 should be chosen higher or lower than the natural frequency.
Nevertheless, thanks to the established mathematical model, we
observe that increasing the value of the applied frequency leads
to a drastically decreasing of the motion bandwidth. Hence, this
leads to undesirable rotations of the neck in pitch and yaw direc-
tions. The values of the natural frequencies were estimated thanks
to the mathematical model and an estimation parameters of the
neckmechanism based on bio-mechanical data is given in Section
4. The simulated results for the neck lead to !ny= 62.6 rad/s for
the yaw rotation and !np= 4.5 rad/s for the pitch one. Moreover,
the eyes natural frequencies are estimated to!ey= 20 rad/s for the
yaw rotation and to !ep= 18 rad/s for the pitch motion.
Figure 4A shows that by increasing the value of the applied

, the bandwidth of motion decreases. As a result, the range of
applicable 
y for the yaw rotation is between 0 and 10 rad/s as
shown in Figure 4B. For the pitch rotation, the range of applicable

p is between 0 and 4 rad/s.
6. POSITION CONTROL ALGORITHM
In order to check the position response of the proposed head
mechanism, the transfer functions already determined in Section
3 are used. These functions are included in a simulated model
based on MATLAB-Simulink as shown in Figure 5. For the neck
mechanism, the reference 1 for yaw and 2 for pitch are simulated
as an input sine wave of frequency value equals to 1.5 rad/s for
the yaw motion and to 1 rad/s for the pitch one. These values are
chosen in the range of the acceptable frequencies calculated in
the previous Section 5. Therefore, vibration effects disturbing the
response are avoided.
The simulated results for the neck movements are detailed in
the following sub-sections. The aim of the carried simulation is to
determine the appropriate PID gains to apply to the mechanism.
6.1. Position Control for Yaw Neck’s Motion
The open loop response of the rotation in the yaw direction is
shown in Figure 6A. A noticeable error between the desired and
the simulated responses is pointed out.
A closed loop is added to the model and a sinusoidal input hav-
ing an amplitude of 1.5 rad is applied to the system. The simulated
response shows a delay in rise time equals to 0.126 s, while an error
in settling time equals to 1.84 s and an overshoot error equals to
12.6 rad with a slight oscillation at the signal peak are observed.
These results are shown on Figure 6B. The controller gains were
deduced using Ziegler–Nichols tuning method (Meshram and
Kanojiya, 2012). The suitable gains for such model are found to
be Kp= 0.0476, Ki= 0.0786, and Kd= 1.1546.
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FIGURE 4 | Effect of input frequency on the neck yaw rotation response. (A) the output response for the undesired frequencies (
p= 20 and 
p= 30) (in
green and in orange) is compared to the desired response (in blue). (B) the output response for the accepted frequency (
p= 10)(in red) is compared to the desired
response (in blue).
6.2. Position Control for Pitch
Neck’s Rotation
As shown in Figure 7A, the open loop response of the rotation in
the yaw direction indicates a noticeable error between the desired
and the simulated responses.
As previously mentioned, a closed loop is added to the model
with unity feedback as shown in Figure 7B. Simulated response
showed a delay in rise time equals to 0.1181 s, an error in settling
time equals to 0.0484 s and an overshoot error equals to 0.3 rad
with a slight oscillation at the signal peak. The position PID con-
troller added on themodel leads to the results shown inFigure 7C.
This controller gains are deduced using Ziegler–Nichols tun-
ing method reaching the following suitable gains: Kp= 0.296,
Ki= 0.021, and Kd= 5.431.
The new response of motion is shown in Figure 7C leading to
a significant decrease of rise time to 0.0024 s. Settling time had a
slight decrease to reach 0.1557 s andwith almost no overshoot and
no un-damped oscillations.
Thanks to the simulated results based on the mathematical
model, the estimated parameter values were determined. These
values are considered as the input of the mechanical design
process that is detailed in the following section.
7. MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE
HEAD MECHANISM
The mechanical design of the HYDROïD head mechanism has
taken several criteria in consideration, such as the number of
degrees of freedom of each subsystem; the range of motion; the
joint velocities, and the required torques. Such parameters have
been taken either from the previously mentioned bio-mechanical
study in Section 2 or as a result from the simulated models
described in the previous section. Moreover, the simplicity,
compactness, and the easiness in installation on the HYDROïD
upper-body were taken into account during the design process.
We focus on the novelty aspect by considering an uncoupled
eyes mechanism. This aspect makes HYDROïD head mechanism
unique regards the other humanoid heads while vision based
perception capabilities are considered. Figures 8 and 9 shows an
overview of the proposed HYDROïD head mechanism and its
several sub-parts.
7.1. Neck Mechanism
For HYDROïD’s head, a serial neck mechanism is built with three
DOF as can be seen in Figure 8C. The serial mechanism is a
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FIGURE 5 | Simulation model for the pitch rotation mechanism with a PID control using the calculated transfer function.
FIGURE 6 | Yaw neck’s rotation with (A) open loop response of the simulated position tracking and (B) closed loop with applied PID gains.
simple, robust, and easily controlled configuration in comparison
to the parallel one. The parallel mechanism is usually used when
high load capacity is required, which is not needed for our case.
Moreover, the main disadvantage of the parallel mechanism is the
interference between the various parts especially when small space
is allowed (Beira et al., 2006).
The neck mechanism is formed from three pulley and a belt
systems shown in Figure 8C. The use of belts and pulleys allows
us distant transmission in any direction. Belts are cheap for
small systems; have a unique ability for vibration isolation. In
addition to this advantage, belt transmission systems avoid what
the gear trains induce, such as backlash, noise, and vibration.
The latter needs a specific material and coating, from which the
gear has to be manufactured from. Another mechanical option
to be used is the mechanical chain. But due to its high mass
and instability of velocity (cordial effect) which causes vibra-
tion, noise, and limitation in position, the mechanical chain
was not selected in the proposed mechanism. Nevertheless, the
use of timing belts allows us to avoid slipping. The detailed
mechanical components for this sub-system is mentioned in
Table 1.
7.2. Mouth Mechanism
There are five integrated degrees of freedom decomposed as
following. Three of them allow pitch rotations and the two
others reproduce yaw motions. The mouth is formed of five
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FIGURE 7 | Pitch neck’s rotation with (A) open loop response simulated position tracking, (B) closed loop with applied unity feedback gains, and (C)
closed loop response with applied PID gains.
movable parts with three rotation axes as shown in Figure 8B.
Three parts move up and down around the pitch rotation
axis and two separate parts are rotating in yaw direction. A
spring connects the five points together, to mimic the human
mouth motion. The used mechanism for rotation is connected
to the motor shaft by means of a metallic wire. The detailed
mechanical components for this sub-system are mentioned in
Table 2.
7.3. The Uncoupled Eyes Mechanism
The eye mechanism has two DOF. The yaw rotation is driven by
a belt and pulley system, while the pitch moment is insured by
train of gears. Small gears were used instead of the pulleys/belt
to avoid the limitation of the eyes field of view. Moreover, the
largest gear is chopped as shown in Figure 8A in order to increase
the vision perception capabilities. The detailed mechanical com-
ponents list, the used materials, and the part masses are given in
Table 3.
HYDROïD head eyes are able to move independently to each
other. This provides the vergence capability that exists in the
human visual system. The vergence capability allows eyes to focus
on a same point in space. This capability is needed for tracking tar-
get movement that is a main objective of the developed prototype
and will be shown experimentally in Section 8.2. Moreover, this
novel peculiarity of the proposed head allows the medical study
of human visual system disorders, such as Strabismus, which is a
condition that interferes with binocular vision because it prevents
a person fromdirecting both eyes simultaneously toward the same
fixation point as stated by Puig et al. (2002).
7.4. Eyebrows Mechanism
To enhance the emotion capabilities of the HYDROïD’s head,
an eyebrow mechanism is included in the design. Our aim is to
make HYDROïD’s head showing emotional performances with
the simplest mechanism. The single eyebrow is formed from two
plastic parts that can move up and down. Each part is actuated by
a servo motor connected to a rotation axis in roll direction. This
allows us to create the inverted V-shaped expression of the human
eyebrows. Moreover, the two eyebrows are connected to one axis
in the pitch direction.
8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The assembled prototype of the proposed HYDROïD’s head is
shown with two versions on Figure 10. The left part of the
figure shows the head mechanism mounted on the upper body
of HYDROïD humanoid robot while the right one shows the
standalone desk version during experimental tests. In the follow-
ing subsections, experimental results with both prototypes will be
detailed. The aim of the experiments carried out is to determine
the performances of the head mechanism and demonstrate its
perception and emotion capabilities.
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FIGURE 8 | Design of the HYDROïD head mechanism and main sub-parts: (A) Eye subsystem, (B) Mouth subsystem and (C) Neck subsystem.
FIGURE 9 | Exploded view with numbering parts of HYDROïD’s head: (A) neck sub-system, (B) eye sub-system, and (C) mouth sub-system.
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TABLE 1 | Neck sub-system list of parts with quantities, materials, and
masses (see Figure 9A).
Part number Part name Quantity Material Mass (g)
1 Neck lower base 1 Aluminum 102
2 Neck upper base 1 Aluminum 121
3 Neck U-shape support 1 Aluminum 71
4 Head support 1 Aluminum 100
5 Neck roll shaft 1 Steel 26
6 Neck roll shaft support 1 1 Aluminum 22
7 Neck roll shaft support 2 1 Aluminum 13
8 Neck pitch shaft 1 Aluminum 8
9 T2.5-Z16 Pulley 2 Aluminum 4
10 T2.5-Z32 Pulley 2 Aluminum 13
11 T2.5-Z20 Pulley 1 Aluminum 6
12 T2.5-Z60 Pulley 1 Aluminum 50
13 Pulley Cover 1 POM 5
TABLE 2 | Mouth sub-system list of parts with quantities, materials, and
masses (see Figure 9C).
Part number Part name Quantity Material Mass (g)
1 Mouth-first-part 2 ABS 4
2 Mouth-middle-part 1 ABS 4
3 Mouth-fixed-part 1 ABS 4
4 Servo-support 1 ABS 3
5 Mouth pitch shaft 1 Aluminum 11
6 Mouth-third-part 2 ABS 1
TABLE 3 | Eye sub-system list of parts with quantities, materials, and
masses (See Figure 9B).
Part number Part name Quantity Material Mass (g)
11 Head column 2 Aluminum 82
1 Eye support 1 2 Aluminum 19
2 Eye support 2 2 Aluminum 22
12 Eye support 3 1 POM 11
3 Eye horizontal shaft 1 2 Aluminum 1
4 Eye horizontal shaft 2 2 Aluminum 1
5 Eye vertical shaft 2 Aluminum 3
6 MXL2.032-Z13 Pulley 2 Aluminum 1
7 MXL2.032-Z50 Pulley 2 Aluminum 5
8 G0,4-Z84 Gear 2 POM 2
9 G0,4-Z39 Gear 2 POM 0.5
10 G0,4-Z18 Gear 2 POM 0.2
8.1. Neck’s Yaw, Pitch, and Roll Motions
Several experimental tests are carried out thanks to the head
prototype desk version (Figure 10 Right). The first set of
validation tests deals with the range limits of all the move-
ments and the maximum velocity performances that can be
reached by the neck and eye joints. The range limits are
shown on Figure 11 where the roll movement is given on A
and B subfigures, pitch rotation on C and D and finally yaw
motion limits on E and F. The limits of range of motion and
the maximum velocities measured experimentally are given in
Table 4.
On the other hand, the responses of neck pitch and yaw rota-
tions are validated using a position control algorithm. The com-
parison with the simulated responses is detailed in Figures 12A,B
where sinusoidal and square input functions are applied to the
assembled prototype. Figure 12A shows the response of the yaw
movement for a sine function with maximal amplitude of = 30°
and a frequency of 0.63 rad/s. These values were chosen according
to the capabilities of the human neck’s yawmovement as stated by
Fitzpatrick (2010).As a result, a slightlyminimal error between the
simulated model and the experimental response of the prototype
can be noticed. Moreover, the experimental response follows the
simulated one with no overshoot or steady state error. Neverthe-
less, there is a delay of the hardware response with a difference in
settling time of 0.8 s.
On the other hand, a square input with a maximum amplitude
of = 30° is applied to the desk version. The response of yaw rota-
tion of the neck mechanism to this function shows an oscillation
(see Figure 12B). An overshoot of 4.7 rad is also noticed when
the simulated and the experimental results are compared. This
overshoot indicates that the damping of the sub-system has to be
slightly increased.
8.2. Object Tracking Experiment
The second set of experiments deals with the vision based per-
ception capabilities of HYDROïD head mechanism. In this case,
a version of the head mechanism is mounted on the humanoid
HYDROïD upper body with two hydraulic arms (See Figure 10
Left). The objective is to show the synchronization between the
movements of the head (neck and eye) and the right arm that grasp
a colored ball. Moreover, the goal of this experiment is to produce
saccadic eye movements or smooth pursuit as human are able to
do. Hence, the eye and neck rotations are combined in an object
tracking experiment to follow a ball grasped by the hydraulic arm.
Then, the response of the eye yaw rotation is tested through a
square input function. The comparison results are depicted on
Figure 13.
The main difficulty in visual tracking of moving targets is
related to the delay since the sampling rate of the propriocep-
tion is at 1000Hz and the image acquisition is around 30Hz.
An iterative least mean square minimization (LMS) is used to
find the delay value between vision and proprioception. Using
this technique, the best matching was found to be about 25ms.
Hence, this problem requires the use of tracking software to
compensate this delay.Moreover, the experiment deals with track-
ing a moving ball fixed at a wrist that oscillates. To follow the
ball oscillations, the neck and the eyes will rotate in a range of
about 30°.
8.2.1. Architecture of the Signal Processing Algorithm
To perform the experiment of tracking a moving object, a signal
processing architecture similar to the one introduced in Lopes
et al. (2009) was used (See Figure 14). In this architecture, an
image processing algorithm is used to detect the target (ball) at
a frame rate of 30Hz. This frame rate is the same that the one
used for the cameras mounted in the HYDROïD’s head prototype.
The signal is sent through an Ethernet link (RAW protocol) to the
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FIGURE 10 | The HYDROïD head mechanism assembled on the upper body (left) and desk version (right).
FIGURE 11 | Neck rotation motions of the HYDROïD head mechanism: pitch (A,B), yaw (C,D), and roll (E,F).
controller of the robot at frequency of 1000Hz. The ball is detected
in the visual field using its color. The resulting projections of the
ball are approximated on Gaussian filter in order to reduce noise.
Then, the current position of the eye is added to the distance of the
target to the center of the visual field. This sum corresponds to the
position of the target relatively to the humanoid HYDROïD head.
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From the visual results, the visual acquisition appears quite slow
compared to the sensory feedback. Therefore, a delay of 25ms
determined above is used on the sensor providing the eye rotation
feedback in order to improve vision and proprioception synchro-
nization. Then, the system is stabilized using a filter applied on the
command of the eye and the neck mechanisms. Therefore, the eye
mechanismmoves fast to keep the target in the center of the visual
field, while the neck mechanism keeps moving until the head is
facing exactly the target.
8.2.2. Tracking Results
A sinusoidal rotations of two sub-systems (eye and neck) of an
amplitude equals to24° is shown in Figure 15A, while the robot
tracks the ball oscillating at 0.5Hz. Figure 15B presents the same
TABLE 4 | Rotation, motion ranges, and maximum velocities for the neck
mechanism.
Axis Range of motion (°) Maximum velocity (rad/s)
Yaw  90 to 90 4.7
Pitch  60 to 60 2.1
Roll  20 to 20 1.3
FIGURE 12 | Experimental simulation comparison of the yaw rotation of the neck with (A) sine input = 30° and (B) square input =30°.
results with oscillations at 1.5Hz at a rotation angle of 12.5°.
From these graphs, a time delay between the eye and neck clearly
appears (roughly equals to 0.1 s). Moreover, these experiments
show that the design of the eyes allows fast ballistic movements of
the cameras. Yet, because of the camera weight and the friction in
the mechanical chain, very fast motions induce non-linear effects
that cannot be easily corrected with a PID-like controller. This
delay can be further improved in the future using an advanced
adaptive algorithm for example. To conclude, although the exper-
imental results show a slight difference in the amplitude and fre-
quency, the head control well fits to provide the synchronization
with the HYDROïD robot body motions. Tracking moving object
results demonstrate the success of full integration of the proposed
electric head prototype with the hydraulic arms of HYDROïD
humanoid robot.
8.3. Demonstration of Basic Facial
Expression Capabilities
In this experience, some basic facial expressions of the
HYDROïD’s robot head are shown. To facilitate communication
and interaction with human being, the basic facial expressions
that the humanoid robot should exhibit are: happiness, sadness,
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FIGURE 13 | Eye yaw rotation response (in green) is compared to a square command input (in blue).
FIGURE 14 | Architecture of the system processing the visual field and sending command to the eye and neck of the robot in order to keep the head
facing a target (the ball) where eyex is the proprioceptive signal related to the eye current orientation and errorx is the distance of the target to the
center of the camera field of view.
anger, surprise, fear, and a neutral face (Nadel et al., 2006).
The mouth, the eyes, and the eyebrows are the main sub-parts
that govern these facial expressions. During happiness, the lips
move down forming “V-shape,” with a neutral eyebrow and
normally opened eyes. During sadness, the two lips are forming
“inverted V-shape,” the eyebrows are slightly up. The right one
rotates in a counter clock wise direction, while the left one is
rotating in the opposite direction. In this case, the eyes are slightly
opened. During anger, the lips are in the neutral contact position,
the eyes are normally opened and the eyebrows are up. During
surprise, the upper lip is up and the lower lip is down to form an
“O shape.” The eyes are widely opened, while the eyebrows move
slightly up. During fear, the lips have the same “O-shape” with
slightly moving up of the lower lip. In this case, the eyebrows
are moving up with the largest angle while the eyes are widely
opened. Two basic facial expressions (happiness and sadness)
are demonstrated by HYDROïD robot head using mouth and
eyebrows mechanisms. The expression of emotions is linked to
the presence of the colored ball in the field of vision of HYDROïD
robot eyes. If the eyes are able to see the colored ball, HYDROïD
robot is happy otherwise it is sad. The two facial expressions based
on mouth and eyebrows mechanisms are shown in Figure 16.
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FIGURE 15 | Yaw rotation of the eye and neck of the robotic head while tracking an oscillating ball at: (A) 0.5Hz and (B) 1.5Hz.
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a new prototype forHYDROïD’s headwas proposed.
The designed and manufactured head is composed with four
main sub-parts namely neck, mouth, eyes, and eyebrows. The
adopted approach to carry out the design process was based on
biomechanical study of geometrical and kinematic performances
of the human head. The perception and expressive capabilities
were also taken into account to fix the total number of 15 DOF
for the proposed mechanism. A novel uncoupled eyes mech-
anism was chosen allowing HYDROïD’s head to be as far as
we know, the first prototype able to simulate vergence as well
as the concept of master-slave between eyes. A mathematical
model for the neck and eyes movements was carried out in
order to get the equation of motion and the transfer function
for each joint movement. An identification of the natural fre-
quencies was also carried out thanks to the developed models.
The transfer functions were used for simulated position track-
ing by implementing a PID controller algorithm and determin-
ing the appropriate gain values. Then, the whole head mecha-
nism was designed, manufactured, and assembled. The choice
of electric actuation for the head was motivated by the required
power for each joint. This choice makes HYDROïD a unique
humanoid robot with hybrid actuation (electrical and hydraulic)
depending on the power required for each DOF. Experimental
results showing the perception and emotion capabilities were
carried out with two versions of the head prototype, namely
the head mechanism mounted on the upper body of HYDROïD
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FIGURE 16 | HYDROïD robot head showing basic emotions function of seeing the ball: happy (up left) with zooming on up right and angry (down left)
with zooming on down right.
humanoid robot and a standalone desk version. Motion ranges
and kinematic performances were identified using the stan-
dalone version of the head prototype. A moving object (col-
ored ball) tracking experiment as well as a demonstration of
basic emotions was also carried out. From theses experiments,
the synchronized motion between the electric head and the
hydraulic arms validates the full integration of the proposed
solution.
Future works will concern the enhancement of the perception
and emotion capabilities of the proposed head. Indeed, an under-
development electronic nose will be added to the head in order
to detect harmful and poisonous gases. Moreover, the further
development on adaptive control algorithm as well as the hard-
ware improvement should allow HYDROïD to be an advanced
humanoid robot with perception and emotion capabilities.
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NOMENCLATURE
Tm Motor Torque (Nm)
k1 Yaw rotation stiffness (Nm)
k2 Pitch rotation stiffness (Nm)
L1, L2 Distance of different links (mm)
n1 Reduction ratio in yaw rotation of the neck (–)
n2 Reduction ratio in pitch rotation of the neck (–)
Pm, P1 Motor power and transmitted power (W)
M1 Mass carried by the yaw axis (kg)
 Belt transmission efficiency (–)
M2 Mass carried by the pitch axis (kg)
!1 Rotational velocity of the yaw rotation of the neck (rad/s)
T1 Torque in yaw direction (Nm)
!0 Rotational velocity of the motor rotating the neck in pitch direction (rad/s)

p Forced vibration of pitch rotation of the neck mechanism (rad/s)

y Forced vibration of yaw rotation of the neck mechanism (rad/s)
!n Natural frequency of the neck mechanism (rad/s)
!np Natural frequency of pitch rotation of neck subsystem (rad/s)
!ny Natural frequency of yaw rotation of neck subsystem (rad/s)
T2 Torque in pitch direction (Nm)
Im Motor moment of inertia (kgm2)
I1 Yaw moment of inertia (kgm2)
I2 Pitch moment of inertia (kgm2)
1 Yaw angle of rotation (rad)
2 Pitch angle of rotation (rad)
 Tilting angle of the head (rad)
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